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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is the assessment of the performance of U-TDOA Position 

Location (PL) method on a UMTS cellular system in Mosul city, Iraq. The study area is 

a (3×3 km) which covers the University of Mosul campus. Simulation is used to study 

and evaluate the performance of U-TDOA PL method in urban area and on a highway 

inside the city. The effect of terrain, multipath, signal to noise ratio (SNR), Geometric 

Dilution Of Precision (GDOP), shadowing and the configuration of base stations on the 

positioning accuracy are investigated. The study is conducted on a real coordinates with 

the distribution of UMTS BSs as the same existing 2.5 Generation Enhanced Data rates 

for GSM Evolution (EDGE) Asiacell operator. 
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 (U-TDOA) حمٍٍى طزٌمت ححذٌذ انًىالع انفزق فً سين انىصىل نالحصال انصاعذ

 عهى ينطمت يذنٍت يشدحًت وطزٌك سزٌع داخم يذٌنت انًىصم
 

 ٌحٍى رحاب حًذي                                            د. سايً يحًذ طاهز عبذ انًىجىد

 لسى انهنذست انكهزبائٍت                                                             لسى انهنذست انكهزبائٍت                              

 جايعت انًىصم                                                         جايعت انًىصم                                                   

 تصانخال

(( فً U-TDOAانفزق فً سين انىصىل نالحصال انصاعذ )اداء طزٌمت ححذٌذ انًىالع )انهذف ين هذا انبحث هى حمٍٍى 

( داخم يذٌنت انًىصم, انعزاق. انًنطمت انخً حًج انذراست عهٍها هً UMTSشبكت انهاحف انخهىي ننظاو انجٍم انثانث )

انًحاكاة باسخخذاو انحاسىب نذراست كٍهى يخز( وانخً حغطً حزو جايعت انًىصم. حى اسخخذاو  3×  3ينطمت بًساحت )

( عهى ينطمت يذنٍت يشدحًت وكذنك عهى طزٌك سزٌع داخم انًذٌنت. حى U-TDOAوحمٍٍى اداء طزٌمت ححذٌذ انًىالع )

دراست كم ين )انخضارٌس وحعذد انًساراث ونسبت االشارة انى انضىضاء وانخمهٍم انهنذسً نهذلت وانخظهٍم ويىلع 

دلت ححذٌذ انًىلع. حى اجزاء انذراست عهى احذاثٍاث حمٍمٍت وحى حىسٌع انًحطاث االساسٍت  عهىانًحطاث االساسٍت( 

 .نشزكت اسٍاسٍم (EDGE( عهى نفس يىالع انًحطاث االساسٍت ننظاو انجٍم انثانً انًحسن )UMTSننظاو )
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1. Introduction 

The U-TDOA positioning method depends on Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) 

measurements. The measurements taken by at least three base stations to provide two 

dimensions (2D) position. The (Uplink) is used for referencing the Uplink channel and 

distinct it from Observed Time Difference Of Arrival (OTDOA) method, which works on the 

Downlink channel and depends also on (TDOA) measurements. Although both U-TDOA and 

OTDOA methods depend on (TDOA) measurements and both are applicable to UMTS, there 

are major differences between them, since U-TDOA is a network based positioning method, 

and OTDOA is a handset based positioning method [1]. 

OTDOA is the earliest version standardized by 3GPP for 3G (UMTS) by the end of 

the nineties through release99. This method works on Downlink channel and requires 

modification in both the infrastructure and handset, which require replacement of the legacy 

handset since the positioning calculation are done in the handset [2]. Another problem of this 

method is the hearability issue which is related to the closed loop power control that keeps 

the received power at the minimum required for the connection, and makes the handset 

unable to listen to other faraway base stations participating in the positioning process [3]. 

A new approach introduced which assumes modification to OTDOA method to 

overcome the hearability problem. The new approach assumes that the serving base station 

stops transmitting for a short period to allow the mobile to listen to other base stations far 

away from it which assist in the positioning process. The short period is called Ideal Period 

hence the name of Ideal Period Observed Time Difference Of Arrival (IP-OTDOA). The 

Ideal period length can vary, typically between 5 to 10 CPICH symbols. Although this 

method overcomes the hearability problem, it has a major influence on the system capacity, 

which is the main concern in cellular systems [4]. 

U-TDOA is first proposed by TruePosition in USA. This method works on Uplink 

channel and the positioning calculation is done by the network without requiring modification 

to the handset. Also there is no hearability problem in this method since the mobile is usually 

monitored by two or more base stations for soft handover process. Only small modification to 

the infrastructure of the cellular system is required, thus Location Measurement Units 

(LMUs) should be planted at each base station which measures the time difference of arrived 

signal to extract the ranging equations. Then, these equations are applied to an algorithm for 

solving to give an estimated position fix [5]. 

The U-TDOA method is applicable for both GSM and UMTS, although it is specified 

for UMTS system, there is no earlier research study concerning the performance of U-TDOA 

PL method on UMTS system, it has been adopted by GSM operators in U.S. and serve about 

100 million users [5]. 

2. U-TDOA Positioning Estimation Techniques 

The U-TDOA system determines the mobile phone position based on trilateration, as 

shown in Figure 1. This system measures the time difference of the received signal from two 

base stations (e.g. BS1 and BS2) and convert this time difference to a constant difference 

distance between the two base stations (as foci) to define a hyperbolic curve. Other 

measurements between two base stations (e.g. BS1 and BS3) are considered to produce 

another hyperbola, the intersection of two hyperbolas determines the position fix [6]. 
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Figure (1) U-TDOA estimating method. 

3. Mathematical Model for U-TDOA 

A general model for two dimensional (2D) PL estimation of a mobile using M base 

stations is developed. Referring all U-TDOA's to the first base station, which is assumed to 

be the base station controlling the call and the first to receive the transmitted signal. Let the 

index i = 2, …, M, unless otherwise specified, (x, y) be the mobile location and (Xi, Yi) be 

the known location of the ith base station. The squared of the distance between the mobile 

and the ith base station is given as: 

 

 

The range difference between the two base stations with respect to the first base station where 

the signal arrives first, is[7] 

 

Where : 

c is the signal propagation speed. 

Ri,1 is the range difference distance between the first base station and the ith base station. 

R1 is the distance between the first base station and the mobile. 

di,1 is the estimated U-TDOA between the first base station and the ith base station. 

Equation (2) defines the set of nonlinear hyperbolic equations whose solution gives 

the 2D coordinates of the mobile [6]. 

(1) 

(2) 
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There is no explicit solution to the nonlinear equations (2). Consequently, linearizing 

this set of equations is commonly performed. One way of linearizing these equations is 

through the use of Taylor-series expansion and retaining the first two terms [8][9]. A 

commonly used alternative method to the Taylor-series expansion method, presented in 

[10][11], is to first transform the set of nonlinear equations (2) into another set of equations. 

Rearranging the form of (2) into 

 

Equation (1) can now be rewritten as 

 

 Subtracting (1) at i = 1 from (4) results in 

 

Where : 

Xi,1 and Yi,1 are equal to Xi – X1 and Yi – Y1 respectively. 

The set of equations in (5) are now linear with the mobile location (x, y) and the range of the 

first base station to the mobile R1 as the unknowns, and are more easily handled. 

4. Algorithms for Solving U-TDOA 

There are many algorithms that can be used for solving the nonlinear equations of U-

TDOA to give a position fix, each with different complexity, accuracy and limitations. 

Choosing the best to fit depends on the requirements (e.g. accuracy, topography and fading). 

4.1. Taylor Series Algorithm 
 

An algorithm to obtain precise estimate at reasonable noise levels (suburban and rural 

areas where one of the received signal components is LOS) is the Taylor-series method 

[8][9]. The Taylor-series method linearizes the set of equations in (2) by Taylor-series 

expansion, and then uses an iterative method to solve the system of linear equations. The 

iterative method begins with an initial guess and improves the estimate at each iteration by 

determining the local linear least-square (LS) solution. 

The Taylor-series method provides accurate results, however, it requires a close initial 

guess to guarantee convergence and can be computationally intensive. 

 

4.2. Fang's Algorithm 
 

For arbitrarily base stations locations and a number of equations equal the number of 

unknown mobile coordinates to be solved, Fang [12] provides an exact solution to equations 

(5). 

This solution does not make use of redundant measurements made at additional base 

stations (more than three base stations) to improve position location accuracy. Also, this 

method experiences an ambiguity problem due to the inherent squaring operation. 

Furthermore, the unique assumption of base stations coordinates require modification of the 

actual coordinates of these base stations. This coordinates modification is difficult and 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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undesirable in practical cellular environment because of the extra complexity added to the 

process [13]. 

 

4.3. Chan's Algorithm 
 

A non-iterative solution to the U-TDOA position estimation problem, which is 

capable of achieving optimum performance for arbitrarily placed sensors, was proposed by 

Chan [14]. The solution is in closed-form and valid for both close and distant mobiles. For a 

three base stations system (M=3), resulting in two U-TDOA's, x and y can be solved in terms 

of R1 from (5). The solution is in the form of 

 

Where : 

 

When equation (6) is inserted into equation (1), with i = 1, a quadratic equation in 

terms of R1 is produced. Substituting the positive root into (6) results in the final solution. 

When Chan's algorithm is compared with Fang and Taylor-series algorithms 

discussed previously, it is seen that it is the best choice for solving the U-TDOA equations. 

Chan's algorithm gives exact solution and is better from accuracy point of view and less 

complex than the Taylor-series algorithm which is iterative and has the risk of convergence to 

local minima. When compared with Fang's algorithm, it is seen that it can take advantage of 

redundant measurements (made at more than three base stations), if available, whereas Fang's 

algorithm cannot. Also, Chan's algorithm works better than Fang's and Taylor-series under 

NLOS environment. Hence, Chan's algorithm is the best available option for solving U-

TDOA equations for positioning applications. 

5. Positioning Accuracy in U-TDOA Method 

There are many methods for measuring the accuracy of a 2D positioning methods that 

can be used to evaluate U-TDOA positioning method. Two methods are presented [7]. 

5.1. Root Mean Square Error (RMS-Error) 

One of the simplest and efficient method for estimating the positioning accuracy is by 

measuring the RMS-Error, which is the distance in meter from the estimated position to the 

actual position. The mathematical model for RMS-Error starts by measuring the Mean Square 

Error (MSE) as[6][7] 

 

(6) 

(7) 
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 Where (x, y) is the coordinates of the mobile and  is the estimated position of 

the mobile. The Root Mean Square (RMS) Error is then computed 

 

5.2. Cramer-Rao Lower Bound 
 

A commonly used measure of accuracy of a positioning method is to compare the 

Root Mean Squared RMS Error of the PL solution with the theoretical RMS Error based on 

the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) on the variance of unbiased estimator. 

To gauge the accuracy of the PL estimator, the calculated RMS PL error is compared 

with the theoretical RMS error based on the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). The 

conventional CRLB sets a lower bound for the variance of any unbiased parameter estimator 

and is typically used for a stationary Gaussian signal in the presence of stationary Gaussian 

noise [15]. For non-Gaussian and non-stationary (cyclostationary) signals and noise, alternate 

methods have been used to evaluate the performance of the estimators. The CRLB on the PL 

covariance is given by Chan [14] as 

 

Where: 

 

Q is the U-TDOA covariance matrix 

The sum of the diagonal elements of Φ defines the theoretical lower bound on the 

RMS Error of the PL estimator. Matrix Q may not be known in practice; however, if the 

noise power spectral densities are similar at the receivers, it can be replaced by a theoretical 

U-TDOA covariance matrix with diagonal elements of σd2 and 0.5σd2 for all other elements, 

where σd2 is the variance of the U-TDOA estimate [14]. 

6. Factors Influencing the Accuracy and Performance of U-TDOA Method 
 

The accuracy of the U-TDOA positioning method is influenced by many factors each 

with different effect on the performance of the method, below a presentation of each [5][16]. 

 Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 

 Bandwidth of the signal 

 Multipath 

 Geometric Dilution Of Precision (GDOP) 

 Number of measurements 

 Integration time 

 

(8) 

(9) 
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7. The Model Considered 
7.1. Cellular System 

Model dealt with is an area of (3*3 km) which covers the University of Mosul 

campus. The plan of Asiacell GSM900 & GSM1800 operator (BSs coordinates and towers 

heights) are applied on the map. The base stations of UMTS2100 used in simulation are 

distributed on the map with actual coordinates and heights of Asiacell towers. The co-

exciting GSM & UMTS is usually used in practice [17]. This means that UMTS antennas 

share the GSM towers to reduce the cost and fast up the implementation of UMTS system. 

The parameters of the cellular system used in simulation are presented in table 1 [17]. 

 

7.2. Path Loss Fading 

The path loss model used in the simulation is Personal Communication Systems 

(PCS) Model [18][19]. This model is an Extension to Hata-Okumura Model [20] and it is an 

empirical formula. The European Co-operative for Scientific and Technical research 

(EUROCOST) formed the COST-231 working committee to develop an extended version of 

the Hata- Okumura model to make it suitable for Personal Communication Systems (PCS) 

which has radius of no more than 1 km. The modified model extends Hata-Okumura model to 

2 GHz and valid for cell radius of less than 1 km, and is given as : 

 

Where : 

L(urban) is the median path loss in dB 

fc is the carrier frequency in MHz 

hte is the effective base station antenna height in meter 

hre is the effective mobile antenna height in meter 

d is distance between mobile and base station in km 

CM equals 0 dB for medium sized city and suburban areas and 3 dB for metropolitan centers 

a(hre) is the correction factor in dB for effective mobile antenna height which is a function of 

the size of the coverage area and given by[18] 

 

Table (1) Parameters of the cellular system. 

Parameter value 

System UMTS2100 

Environment 
Urban area (3*3 km) PCS 

microcellular system 

Number of cells (BSs) 12 

Cell radius 500 meter 

Chip rate 3.84 Mcps 

Standard deviation of shadowing 8 dB 

Maximum power for uplink voice channel 12.2 kbps 125 mW 

Frame length 10 ms 

Required SNR for voice channel 12.2 kbps 5 dB 

Processing gain for voice channel 12.2 kbps 25 dB 

 

(10) 

(11) 
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7.3. Multipath Fading 

 

Multipath fading refers to the dramatic changes in signal amplitude and phase that can 

be experienced as a result of small changes in distance (a small fraction of half-wavelength) 

in the spatial separation between a receiver and a transmitter. The received signal consists of 

large number of multiple paths. The general case of small scale multipath fading in the 

cellular systems obeys Rayleigh fading distribution where there is no line of sight signal 

component in the received signal [18][21]. 

Multipath fading has a special impact on positioning systems depending on time 

measurements, since 1 μs error in time measurements leads to 300 meter error in position 

estimation. 

 

8. Simulation 
8.1. Urban Area 

 

For the urban area under consideration, forty position fix are studied with steps of 

10% of the cell radius (50 meter). A path of 2 km inside the urban area, this path passes 

through different terrain and surroundings in order to simulate real cellular environment. The 

MS moves in different directions (curves) to represent urban area environment. At each 

position fix the MS requests for positioning from the network, the Base Station Controller 

(BSC) measure the received SNR using Uplink control channel which is received by all BSs 

in the area. The serving BS with the two best received SNR from BSs are chosen to 

participate in the positioning process. The reason behind choosing the best received SNR is to 

provide enough power for cross correlation to extract time difference measurements with 

minimum errors. 

The three base stations selected for positioning process receive the same frame sent 

by the mobile station on the Uplink voice channel at a synchronized time. The received signal 

is delivered to the location server which is connected to the infrastructure of the cellular 

system to estimate the mobile position. The estimated mobile position is in linear coordinates 

UTM form, the location server transform the position into WGS-84 form to be applicable on 

maps. The estimated position is then sent via SMS, MMS or data link to the MS. The mobile 

downloads a map of the site from internet and pinpoint the position on the user screen. 

 

8.2. Highway 

For highway simulation, also a 2 km path with forty position fix in the area 

considered is studied. The idea is to simulate the movements of the MS in a straight direction 

with BSs laying on one side of the road. This configuration gives poor GDOP which results 

in poor accuracy of the positioning method. As in the urban area dealt with before, the 

positioning process starts with the BSC measuring the SNR on Uplink control channel for 

choosing the strongest BSs receiving the MS signal. 

Once the three base stations with the best received SNR are chosen, the positioning 

process starts with the same steps discussed for urban area case. 

9. Results 
9.1. Urban Area 

Figure 2 represents the results of simulation in urban area, it can be noticed that the 

worst position accuracy (RMS error 89.42 m) is at position number 24, the reason for this 

error is this position lays in a valley surrounded by three hills, which cause the signal of MS 
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to suffer from sever multipath delay before reaching BSs. The best position accuracy (RMS 

error 27.77 m) is at position number 5 which has low ambiguity region (low GDOP value) 

and suffer from low multipath delay. 

The average RMS error for urban area is 51.69 meter which is acceptable value for 

positioning location methods specified by Federal Communication Commission (FCC) which 

is 100 meter error for emergency cases. 

 

Figure (2) CRLB RMS Error and U-TDOA RMS Error vs. mobile position for urban area. 

 

Figure 3 shows the positions of the MS for 2 km path in urban area (green pinpoints 

are true position of MS, red pinpoints are estimated U-TDOA positions of MS and yellow 

pinpoints are the BSs). 
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Figure (3) Forty position fix, 2 km path in 

urban area U-TDOA positioning method 

[Satellite Image from Google Earth 2010]. 
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9.2. Highway 

Figure 4 represents the results of simulation in highway, it can be observed that the 

worst position accuracy (RMS error 898.33 m) is at position number 21, the reason for this 

high error is that the GDOP of this position is very high, which makes the ambiguity 

(uncertainty) of this position is very high, implying that even any low multipath delay can 

cause highly error in position. In this case, the error represents the limitation of using PL 

methods with bad GDOP on highways. 

The best position accuracy (RMS error 26.49 m) is at position number 8 which has 

good GDOP configuration (BSs surround MS from both sides of the road) making low 

ambiguity region for estimation of MS. 

Although some extreme cases that happened on highway due to bad GDOP, the 

overall performance of U-TDOA method is acceptable with average RMS error 86.3 m, 

which is under the required PL error specified by FCC. 

 

 

Figure (4)CRLB RMS Error and U-TDOA RMS Error vs. mobile position for highway 

Figure 5 shows the positions of MS for 2 km path in highway (green pinpoints are 

true position of MS, red pinpoints are estimated U-TDOA positions of MS and yellow 

pinpoints are the BSs). 
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10. Conclusions 

The geometry of BSs and MS has a significant influence on PL method performance. 

This geometry is known as the Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP). The GDOP differs 

in urban area (good GDOP) from highway (poor GDOP), the reason for the difference is that 

in urban area the BSs surrounds MS which gives good GDOP and hence better accuracy, 

while on highway the BSs lay on one side of the road which results in poor GDOP and hence 

lower accuracy. 

The accuracy of U-TDOA PL method in urban area is highly affected by multipath 

propagation due to the obstacles present such as buildings, hills, canyons, etc. that shadows 

the LOS propagation of the cellular signals, this effect is present in simulation. 

On highway, the GDOP is poor, the accuracy of U-TDOA PL method can be affected 

severely due to multipath propagation delay. The reason for that is in poor GDOP 

environment the ambiguity region is very large, hence even a small multipath present can 

lead to a very high error in position. 

The accuracy of U-TDOA PL method in urban area is very good with average RMS 

error of 51.69 meter. The accuracy of U-TDOA PL method on the highway is less compared 

to the accuracy of U-TDOA PL method in urban area, but still works well as average RMS 

error of 86.3 meter which is less than the RMS error of 100 meter recommended by FCC for 

emergency cases. Although a few odd cases where the method failed to fulfill the 

requirements of FCC accuracy due to poor GDOP. 

Figure (5) Forty positions fix, 2 

km path in highway U-TDOA 

positioning method [Satellite 

Image from Google Earth 2010]. 
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